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Abstract— In 1996, about 600 million IC-cards were manufactured
worldwide. Due to very small die sizes (max. 25 mm2) smartcards
encounter more severe restrictions than conventional coprocessors.
In this paper we study coprocessor architectures for very fast but
area efficient modular exponentiation (FME) based on Montgomery
multiplication. For assessment purposes we developed an evaluation
board containing a 8051-microprocessor, a XILINX FPGA and
RAM with variable bus width (8b to 32b). We evaluated these
architectures in terms of the main design parameters to ease design
decisions for smartcards in arbitrary technologies.
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MONTGOMERY MULTIPLICATION

In [5] Montgomery´s method is analyzed under the aspect of
finding an optimal realization for software implementation.
We have reanalyzed these algorithms to find out which one is
optimal with respect to area and speed for the typical
hardware available on smartcards, i.e. multiplier, adder, etc.
As a result, we have determined the amount of clock cycles
used by these methods as a function of Tw, Tr, n, w. As these
algorithms are described in depth in [4] and [5], we just give
a small outline of two of them.

Index terms—modulo multiplication, smartcards
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INTRODUCTION

Today smartcards offer public and private key
cryptoalgorithms using a dedicated coprocessor. The best
known public key algorithm is RSA. The message m is raised
by the power of encryption exponent e and then reduced by
the system modulus n, e.g. c = me mod n. Its security depends
on the number of bits representing the modulus, growing
from 128 in the early days of RSA until 1024 nowadays.
Several high speed cryptochips have been proposed, but none
of them considers the special limitations in smartcards as
described in [1]. Therefore, these solutions for high speed
ciphering can not be used and new architectures have to be
developed. In 1985, Montgomery [2] proposed an algorithm
for fast modular multiplication of ab mod n, which is the
fastest known modular multiplication algorithm today [3].
The area constraints when developing small coprocessors
suggest the use of multiprecision arithmetic. In multiprecision
arithmetic large integers n (512, 768, or 1024 bits) are broken
down into quantities of length w, e.g. 8, 16, or 32 bits. The
arithmetic operations are implemented recursively, increasing
the index from 0 to (s-1), with s = n/w. Each intermediate
result is stored in external RAM, which requires Tr clock
cycles to perform a read and Tw cycles for writing.

2.1
Method I
We compute the product ab using the algorithm given in
Figure 1. For speedup reasons we register b[i] so that there is
no read-cycle for b[i] in the inner loop. The speedup factor
varies with the word length w employed.
We then perform the reduction using an idea proposed in [4].
The ADD-function repetitively adds c (carry) to the
temporary value t, starting at j+s, until no further carry is
generated. Thorough simulations demonstrated that the
number of these repeated addition varies in average from one
to four depending on the word length w and n. The total
number of clocks required is given by (1):
#clock_cycles = Tr (4s2+3s+1) + Tw(2s2 +4s+1) + ADD(s)

for i = 0 to s-1
{multiplication}
c := 0
for j = 0 to s-1
(c, s) := t[i+j]+a[j]b[i]+c
t[i+j] := s
t[i+s] := c
for i = 0 to s-1
{reduction}
c := 0
m := t[i]n* mod w
for j = 0 to s-1
(c,s) := t[i+j]+m*n[j]+c
t[i+j] := s
ADD(t[j+s], c)

Fig. 1 : Main algorithm of method I
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2.2
Method II
The second method integrates the multiplication and the
reduction step. The comparison in [5] shows that this method
is not well suited for software implementation, but it is
dedicated for use in DSP-like architectures [4]. The number
of clock-cycles needed to perform a modular multiplication
using this method can be calculated using (2):
#clock_cycles = Tr (4s2 - 2s +3) + Tw 3s
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Pipelining the multiplier could speed up the design at
additional cost of gates (while flip-flops are available for free
in XILINX FPGAs as each CLB contains two flip-flops, we
do not use them in favor of a more technology invariant
result). The use of edge triggered RAM (instead of level
sensitive) can reduce Tw to two clock cycles and increase the
speed of operation.
TABLE 2

(2)

CLB-usage

RESULTS

Our study demonstrated that the bottleneck for fast modular
exponentiation are the number of read/write-cycles and the
number of multiplications. Assuming a read-cycle takes one
clock and a write-cycle takes 3 clocks (for fully synchronous
designs) and that we can do a n by n bit multiplication within
one clock cycle the total number of clock cycles is shown in
Table 1. So for fast modular exponentiation the performance
depends on the word length of the coprocessor. In addition,
wide RAM-structures instead of standard 8bit RAM are
required.
As soon as the number of clock cycles for multiplication
exceeds the number of clock cycles for writing the critical
parameter will change to the total count of multiplications,
since read/writes can be hidden, i.e. pipelined.
TABLE 1
wordsize vs. clock cycles (n=1024)
wordsize w
[bit]
8
16
32
64
128
256

Number of clock cycles
Method I
Method II
165764
66435
41924
16835
10724
4323
2804
1139
764
315
224
95

Wordsize w
[bit]

Cycles m
[#]

CLBs
[#]

16

2
4
8
16
2
4
8
16
32

205
123
82
68
688
431
235
162
128

32
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FPGA
utilization
[%]
26
15
10
8
87
54
29
20
16

CONCLUSIONS

We studied how modern smartcards can perform high
security operations. We emulated the main smartcard
algorithms in FPGA hardware and quantified the impact of
the main ASIC design parameters on overall speed and area.
Using these results, an optimal implementation for a given
ASIC technology can be chosen. Since we use FPGA based
hardware our implementation is not as fast as commercial
available coprocessors in terms of clock frequency. But even
if we were dealing with an 16bit model, our implementation
becomes comparable in cycle count to current coprocessors
[6].
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IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

For evaluation purposes we developed a VHDL model of our
architecture, which can be parameterized by n, w, Tr, and Tw.
After synthesizing using SYNOPSYS 3.5 we mapped the
design to a XILINX XC4020, which is connected to a 8051
microcontroller (for control and external communication).
We also spent a 32b-RAM to store intermediate results. As
multiplication is the heart of all methods, Table 2 gives the
number of CLBs required by a w*w-multiplier performing the
multiplication in m-cycles. As can be seen a 32*32 multiplier
using two clock cycles would fit but it would not let enough
space for the other components, so we choose the (16,2)model. As we were not using any XILINX-specific library
modules we can map our design directly to any other ASIC
library.
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